
lnformation for Coordinators

On Monday 18th September 2017 a number of coordinators attended an lmmobilise training

course and we hope to run more in the future. Other initiatives were discussed at the

training session and Robert McMillan and I have put together this information for you all to

share with your residents.

lmmobilise:

https ://www. i m mo bi I ise.com/

To register your phone you will need to retrieve your unique lMEl number. To do this key in
*#06#.

To register your bike you should find the registration number on the underside or the front

of the frame. If there is no frame number, a Datatag can be used.

http ://www.datatag.co.uk/

PREY:

There is software that allows you to trace your stolen laptop or Android mobile phone. You

can register a certain number of items free and after that a cost is incurred.

https ://www. p revp ro iect.com/

The Herbert Protocol: The following information is from the Humberside Police website and

the link at the bottom takes you to the page whgre the form is.

Do you have a friend or relative who is elderly, suffers with dementia or has other mental

health issues which can leave them confused, lost or disorientated?

Nothing is more worrying or distressing than if someone you care about goes missing or

doesn't return home when expected - and for people living with or caring for someone with

dementia or other mental health conditions, this may be quite a common occurrence.
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We do all we can to help locate missing people and get them home safely as quickly as

possible - particularly when they are vulnerable.

Often missing people head for locations or try to find people who mean a lot to them, so

having details of these people and places written down in case of emergency can really help

us to speed up our search.

And that's why we've adopted the Herbert Protocol, a national scheme which encourages

carers, families, friends or neighbours, to print out and fill in this form with as much detail as

possible, attach a recent photo then and store it in a folder on your computer. When a

person is reported missing, we will ask you to email us the Herbert form. lf you don't have

internet access, you can fill in a copy of the form and have it ready for a Police Officer to
collect.

That way, if the worst does happen, you can give us all the information they need to start

the search straight away - and you don't have to think about significant dates or places

when you're worried and upset.

h_ttps:llwww-humberside.police.uk/protecting-vulnerable-peqplelherbert-protocol

Yellow Dog Scheme:

A yellow ribbon or coat will be worn by dogs who should be given space, which means do

not approach.

The information below is from the Yellow Dog Website

There are many reasons why a dog may need space. lt may,..

.have health issues

.be a rescue dog being rehabilitated. The world can be a very scary place for these dogs.

.have had a bad experience with another dog or is just not like the kind of friendly dogs

which always want to say "Hi!"

.be a bitch may be in heat

.be in training

.be very old and arthritic

.be nervous or shy and other dogs cause it stress

http : //wu.,w. ve I lowd o gu k. co. u kl

NOTE: The Safe Place Scheme: This scheme is currently being modified.


